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Abstract: The paper discusses the human interventions into our earth’s climate and their resultant radiative
effect on the intertwined systems. The differentiation between natural and anthropogenic forces on the earth’s
climate as well as the effects of anthropogenic interventions and the resultant Greenhouse gases and their
forcing on  the  system  is  discussed.  Since  pre-industrial  times,  the  concentration  of  Greenhouse  gases
(CO , N O, CH ) in the atmosphere have increased significantly. Human activities have added to the levels of2 2 4

these naturally occurring gases. Increase in Greenhouse gases concentration causes additional warming of the
atmosphere and earth’s surface. Human activities like burning of fossil fuels, industrial discharge and
deforestation have disturbed the natural greenhouse effect by creating more greenhouse gases. The paper
summarizes the various actors and sources owing to the anthropogenic activities and it is evidently clear that
humans have acquired a very potent role in disturbing the natural greenhouse effect which in turn imbues far
reaching impacts on the ecosystems and biosphere. Therefore universal approach and actions must be taken
in order to make our only habitable planet serene and calm. 
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INTRODUCTION at anthropogenic role on earth’s climate was by some

Climate is the weather conditions of a particular area who published Man and Nature in 1864 [2].
averaged over a long period of time say for decades or so. Now, it is an established fact that humans have a
The climate change manifests the changes in the set major  contribution  in   changing   the   earth’s   climate.
weather conditions or trends of an area. Two weather The 3 , 4  and 5  assessment report of Intergovernmental
parameters, temperature and precipitation averaged over Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) claims that from 1950
a long period, can be used to define the climate of an area onward humans have significantly contributed in
in its simplest form. The detailed climate of an area is increasing the global temperatures [3-6]. According to the
estimated by studying other parameters such as the 2007 Assessment Report from the Intergovernmental
nature and the epoch of precipitation, amount of Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the years 1995 to 2006
sunshine, wind speeds and directions, number of warm were ranked among the 12 warmest years since 1850. This
and cold days, weather extremes and regional topography report reveals that over the past 250 years, planet has
[1]. warmed and human activities are responsible for it by a

Earth  is  a  habitat  of  billions  of  human  beings. probability of more than 90 percent. In the last century the
These human beings are using the natural resources of temperature of earth has raised by approximately 0.6 °C. 
earth for their own benefit. The usage of these resources, By 2100 it is projected to increase between 1.4 °C and
such as hydrocarbons, is causing emission of greenhouse 5.8 °C and the expected rise in sea level will be 0.09 to 0.88
gases which are not only affecting the delicate balance of meter. There are projections that even if the emissions of
earth’s atmospheric composition but also causing GHGs    are   stopped   the  temperature  of  the  earth  will
warming of the atmosphere. One of the first critical looks keep on rising  owing to slow thermal response [7].

nineteenth  century    scholars   like  George  P.  Marsh,
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Rosenzweig et al., in 2008 through their research about 20,000 times the heat-trapping power as a molecule
published in Nature, have become pioneers in of carbon dioxide and cumulatively account for
scientifically validating the association between observed cumulatively 12% of anthropogenic greenhouse effect [2],
global changes in physical and biological systems and halons and land use and land cover changes due to
human-induced climate change primarily from increasing urbanization, deforestation and agricultural practices
concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere which not only affect the physical and biological
[8]. properties of the Earth’s surface but also energy balance

Human and Earth’s Climate: There are several factors climate.
which contribute in altering the Earth’s climate system.
Broadly we divide them into natural and anthropogenic. Effect of Enhanced Greenhouse Gases and Their
The factors which naturally change or alter the Earth’s Radiative Forcing on Climate: Human activities chiefly
climate are solar irradiance variability, axial and orbital through the combustion of fossil fuels and deforestation
changes of earth, volcanic eruptions and natural have greatly disturbed the balance of natural
Greenhouse effect. concentration of GHGs and aerosols and composition of

The     Earth’s    dry   atmosphere   mainly   comprises the atmosphere. Changes in the atmospheric abundance
of   Nitrogen    (N ,  78.1%    volume     mixing     ratio), or properties of these gases and particles can cause2

oxygen    (O ,   20.9%   volume  mixing  ratio  and  argon warming or cooling of the climate system. Enhanced2

(Ar, 0.93% volume mixing ratio). Primarily these gases are Greenhouse effect is the result of the surface temperature
characterized with a limited interaction with the insolation to perturbations in the natural concentration of radiatively
and do not interact with the outgoing infrared radiation active Greenhouse gases as well as other constituents
from the Earth. On the other hand a number of trace gases, such   as    aerosols    and   their  feedback  mechanisms.
such   as    Carbon    Dioxide   (CO ),   Methane  (CH ), For about a thousand years before the advent of2 4

Nitrous Oxide (N O) and ozone (O ), do absorb and emit industrial revolution, the amount of greenhouse gases in2 3

infrared radiation are a major player in energy budget of the atmosphere remained relatively constant however with
earth and prompt natural Greenhouse effect. its dawn, composition of the atmosphere has changed and

Natural Greenhouse effect is engendered by our the overall effect of human activities on climate has been
atmosphere which is not a blackbody but emits varying a warming effect [6]. 
Electro-Magnetic Radiation (EMR) fluxes both upwards David G. Andrews (2005) holds that if the
and downwards. In fact through the earth’s atmosphere concentration    of   radiatively  active  gases  increases,
greater transmission (less absorption) of incoming solar this generally leads to decreases in the solar and thermal
EMR occurs than outgoing long wave thermal radiations, transmittances [9] causing enhanced greenhouse effect.
emitted from earth’s surface, mainly due to absorptions by Warming of the earth’s surface and lower atmosphere
radiatively active gases such as Carbon Dioxide (CO ), caused by the re-radiation of the absorbed thermal2

Methane (CH ), Nitrous Oxide (N O) and Water Vapors radiations by radiatively active GHGs, or aerosols and4 2

(H O) and hence retain an excess of heat bound to warm surface albedo is known as Radiative Forcing (RF) and is2

it. This trapping of thermal radiations increases the mean measured as the rate of energy change per unit area of the
surface temperature by some 30 K above the value that globe as measured at the top of the atmosphere (W m ).
would occur in the presence of a blackbody atmosphere It gives the quantitative estimate of the warming potential
but makes life viable on this planet. of the natural or anthropogenic agents that can cause

More elaborately each square meter of the Earth’s changes in the energy balance of the Earth-atmosphere
surface outside the atmosphere receives an average system  and  in  turn  impact  global  warming  or  cooling.
throughout the  year  of  342  Watts  of  solar  radiation, A  positive  RF  represents   that   the   energy   of   the
31% of which is immediately reflected back into space by Earth-atmosphere system ultimately increases leading to
clouds, by the atmosphere and by the Earth’s surface. a warming of the system whereas a negative RF denotes
Atmosphere partly absorbs the remaining 235 Wm  but the energy decrease inducing a cooling of the climate2

most (168 Wm ) warms the surface of earth. system [6]. 2

The anthropogenic factors mainly include emissions Due  to  agricultural,  industrial  and  other  activities,
of Greenhouse Gases (GHGs), use of compounds such as the concentration of active atmospheric components,
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs); one molecule of CFC has such  as  carbon   dioxide,   methane   and   nitrous   oxide,

in turn prompting potential impact on regional and global

2
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is increasing. The concentration of non-greenhouse gases increased the number of carbon dioxide molecules in the
such as nitrogen oxides (NO, NO ) and of carbon atmosphere significantly. Current concentration of2

monoxide (CO) is also increasing which are very essential greenhouse gas carbon dioxide (CO ) amounts to about 10
in determining the chemistry of atmosphere and have to the power of 40 molecules in the atmosphere and has
been responsible for a 40% increase in tropospheric increased about 30% than that at the dawn of industrial
ozone.      In     the     lower     part    of   the   atmosphere, revolution and is estimated to have caused about 60% of
the troposphere and lower stratosphere, ozone acts as a the anthropogenic greenhouse effect (Figure 2) [2, 11]. 
greenhouse gas and accounts for 8% of anthropogenic Historically   at   the  beginning  of  industrialization,
greenhouse effects. Tropospheric ozone increases have the concentration of CO  was 260 ppm which has
also contributed to warming, whereas stratospheric ozone increased up to 390 ppm and is projected to reach around
depletion was noted as causing a significant and negative 500 ppm by the next decade primarily because of
RF, but not quantified [2]. anthropogenic activities which ultimately leads to a rise in

Figure 1  and  2  summarize  the  warming  potentials temperature and hence the problem of anthropogenic
and   radiative   forcing  of  different  greenhouse  gases. climate change. Combustion of 3.8 liters of gasoline
The long-lived GHGs such as CO , CH  and N O cause a releases 8.8 kg of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere2 4 2

cumulative radiative forcing of 2.64 W m  (Figure 1). accompanied by other pollutants. There are estimates that2

Among the greenhouse gases, CO  increases have caused on average, annually a car emits its  own  weight  in  CO .2

the largest Radiative forcing since industrial revolution in In 1895, Swedish chemist Svante Arrhenius (1859-1927)
1750. The role of major GHGs in climate change is propounded that changes in atmospheric CO
discussed here individually and elaborately. concentrations could change Earth’s climate [2]. 

According to IPCC report (2007), the cumulative Deforestation    has also   unleashed   CO    release
anthropogenic RF is  estimated  to  be  2.29  [1.13  to  3.33] and in turn results in reduction of its uptake by plants.
W m , implicating that since the advent of industrial era Carbon dioxide is also released naturally such as by2

humans    have   become   a  predominant  player  causing decaying of plant matter. Nearly half of the CO released
a     significant    global    warming   of   the   climate. each year is estimated to remain in the atmosphere and
Radiative forcing due to the increases in GHG intensifies Earth’s natural greenhouse effect while the rest
concentrations and aerosol content in the atmosphere is absorbed by plants and the oceans [2].
prompts changes in the climate system which in turn acts Global annual CO emissions increased from an
to restore the radiative balance [6]. average of 6.4 ± 0.4  Gt  C  yr   in  the  1990s  to  7.2  ± 0.3

Carbon    Dioxide    (CO )   and  Radiative  Forcing: noteworthy that interannual variations such as due to El2

Humans have burnt increasing amounts of fossil fuels and Nin˜o-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events are a major
biomass and since the dawn of the industrial revolution, source of interannual variability in atmospheric CO
released the locked in carbon into the atmosphere and has growth rate. Estimated CO emissions associated with land
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Gt C yr  in the period of 2000 to 2005. It is also1
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Fig. 1: Radiative forcing components [6]
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Table 1: Summary of major greenhouse gases [10]

Chemical Pre-Industrial Concentration Atmospheric Anthropogenic Global Warming
Greenhouse Gas Formula Concentration in 2013 (WMO) Life (yrs) Sources Potential

Carbon-dioxide CO 280 ppm 395 ppm Variable Fossil Fuel Combustion 12

Land Use Conversion
Cement Production

Methane CH 700 ppb 1855 ppb 12 Fossil Fuel 214

Rice Paddies
Landfill Waste
Livestock

Nitrous Oxide N O 275 ppb 326 ppb 114 Fertilizers 3102

Combustion
Industrial Processes

Fig. 2: Global averages of the concentrations of the major, well-mixed, long-lived greenhouse gases-carbon di oxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, CFC-12 and CFC-11 since the beginning of 1979 [28]

use change, averaged over the 1990s, were 0.5 to 2.7 Gt C Methane (CH ): The source of CH includes agricultural
yr , with a central estimate of 1.6 Gt C yr  [9]. CO  is a activities with  about  47%  share,  natural  gas,  landfills,-1 1

2

major GHG and causes a predominant radiative forcing coal mining  and  wetlands.  The  average  lifetime  of  CH
in the atmosphere is 12 years. Since the pre-industrial era2

2 4 2

as obvious from Figure 1 [6]. For the decade 1995 to 2005, the concentration of CH has increased from 0.7 ppm to
the growth rate of CO  has caused a 20% increase in its 1.874 ppm at present (Figure 2) [13]. The 100 years2

radiative forcing. Total emissions of CO  have caused an greenhouse warming potential of CH is 21 and it causes2

RF of 1.68 [1.33 to 2.03] Wm  [6]. a radiative forcing of 0.48 W m  which about 3 times less2

If no climate change occurs even then human beings than that of CO and accounts for 15 % of the
are influencing the ecosystems by changing the anthropogenic greenhouse effect [2, 6].
composition of the atmosphere. The changes in CO The CH oxidation affects the concentration of2

concentration have also been the  result  of  varying  the hydroxyl in the atmosphere. The CH concentration also
genetic structures of plants. Scientists have shown their affects the ozone distribution both in troposphere and
concern over the role of increasing CO  as they surmise stratosphere. CH  plays an indirect role in climate change2

that once the potential of plants and soils to absorb CO by changing the ozone concentration. The dissociation of2

reaches to their maximum capacity, it will further CH in the atmosphere results in formation of CO which
exacerbate the Earth’s climate [1]. The life-time of CO  in in turn cause additional global warming. CH produces2

the atmosphere is several hundred years [12]. water vapors in the stratosphere and therefore CH
indirectly    amplifies   the  warming  of  the  atmosphere.2

warming that could result in the melting of the ice caps The formation of water vapors due to CH can increase
and the subsequent flooding of a vast portion of the radiative forcing up to 30%. CH  can influence variation in
Earth’s landmass. ozone   concentration and induce  a   radiative  forcing   of

4 4

4

1.66 W/m  which is far greater  than  N O,  CH  and  H O,
4
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19 ± 12 % to the total radiative forcing by CH [14]. by Earth’s surface than carbon dioxide or methane and4

Historically co-variation of CH with  temperature under a clear sky about 60% of the natural greenhouse4

suggests that emission of CH was responsible for climate effect is due to water vapor. Hence water vapor is also a4

change in the last Quaternary era  [15].  Total  emissions dominant GHG and is a special case because it does not
of CH  have caused an RF of 0.97 [0.74 to 1.20] Wm  [6]. remain in the atmosphere very long; its atmospheric4

2

Nitrous Oxide (N O): Nitrous Oxide is a greenhouse gas longer lived greenhouse gases and so it is termed a2

whose concentration has increased from 0.285 ppm to feedback (as opposed to a forcing) factor in global
over 0.3 ppm since industrialization and has atmospheric warming [2, 3, 4, 6]. Since H O absorbs both the incoming
lifetime of 114 years (Figure 2). The 100 years greenhouse solar radiations and outgoing terrestrial radiations
warming potential of N O is 310 and causes a radiative therefore   it   can  affect  the  earth’s  radiation  balance.2

forcing of 0.16 W/m . It causes about 5% of the The warming caused by H O produces more water vapors2

anthropogenic greenhouse effect. in the atmosphere causing positive feedback. Data on
The oxides of nitrogen are commonly referred to as as atmospheric water vapor for climate research are available

NO . NO  cause asthma, production of ozone and nitric from the 1950s onwards. These measurements show thatx x

acid in the atmosphere. This nitric acid when precipitates as of 2005 there had been little change in water vapor at
as acid rain can destroy forest ecosystems. The forests the surface; a 5% increase in the lower troposphere over
are sinks of CO  thus the destruction of forests will result the twentieth century, 4% of which has happened since2

in   less   absorption  of  CO   and  enhanced  greenhouse 1970;   and    little   change  in  the  upper  troposphere.2

effect. The production sources of NO  are vehicles, Climate models predict that by the end of the twenty-firstx

industries, biomass burning, agricultural manure, century, the amount of water vapor in the upper
fertilization and irrigation, draining with contribution troposphere    will    be   approximately   doubled   as a
about 58% of N O production. The disturbance of soil result of global warming in turn enhancing that warming2

causes the release of N O as oxygen combines with [2].2

Nitrogen in the soil. Nitrogen is an essential plant nutrient An increased amount of H O  in  the  atmosphere
that is added to soils as fertilizer in much of the world. also results in more cloud cover. These clouds reflect the
After CO  and CH , N O is the third largest source of sunlight back to  space  causing   a   negative   feedback.2 4 2

producing greenhouse effect [2, 16-19]. The role of water vapors both as cooling and warming
The N O contributes 9%  in  total  greenhouse  effect agent and the feedback mechanism of clouds is not well2

and 70% emissions of N O come from the agricultural understood and established [24]. Water vapors feedback2

activity. The soil microorganisms produce N O from the in the earth’s climate system is mainly a self-feedback2

nitrogen rich fertilizers used as soil nutrition for increasing mechanism at a shorter time scale but potentially its
the crop yield [18, 20]. N O is currently the largest source radiative budget would be balanced in distant future as its2

of ozone destruction. At ground level it remains stable but concentration is characteristically self-limiting in the
in the stratosphere it breaks down and cause ozone atmosphere.
depletion [21]. 

The correlation study of temperature and N O for the Aerosol    Particulate   Matter  (PM)  Radiative  Effects:2

last   glacial   period  shows relationship  between  them. The small solid and liquid particles suspended in the
The abrupt change in climate of northern hemisphere atmosphere are called particulate matter, for example dust,
during the last glacial period may be due to emissions of smoke, soot, pollen, sulfuric acid, etc. Aerosols and
N O into the atmosphere [22]. Crops produce a cooling particulate matter not only reduce visibility and cause2

effect by acting as sinks of CO  but since 2002 it has been health problems but also play a significant role in2

observed in China that the cooling effect of crops is much disturbing     the     global    equilibrium    temperature.
less than the warming effect caused by N O emissions Aerosols are generated not only as a result of natural2

due to fertilization [23]. volcanic activity found in troposphere and the

Water Vapors (H O): Water is available on earth in its pollution sources.2

variable forms and phases non-uniformly in spatial The effect of the increasing concentration of aerosols
dimensions. Most of the water in the atmosphere is vapor; on the radiative forcing is complex and not yet well
clouds and precipitation consist of particles of liquid or known. According to Jost Heintzenberg (2012) the number
solid water, but water vapor is present at some level in all of aerosol particles is about 10 to the power of 26 in the
air. Water vapor absorbs more of the infrared light emitted atmosphere [11]. 

concentration is controlled by the warming effect of

2

2

2

stratosphere but also due to land use practices and
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Scattering of part of incoming solar radiation back materials in the atmosphere and hence grow and change
into space causes a negative radiative forcing, which at shapes    and   their  composition.  These  changes  affect
local scale can partially or completely balance the the absorption or warming capability of the black carbon
enhanced greenhouse effect. Larger particles are more [27].
efficient at absorbing long wave radiation and different Dark particles in the air shadow Earth's surface,
minerals such as silicates and clays are better at hence warming the atmosphere and influencing cloud
absorbing long wave radiation. formation whereas those particles that settle on the

For instance dust has large dimensions and spatial surface of snow and ice darken the surface to absorb more
extent  stirred  from  deserts  and  transported  globally. sunlight and increase melting. T.C. Bond et al., (2013)
Dust aerosols can absorb long-wave radiations and a publish that black carbon contributes to climate change
recent study by Richard A. Hansell et al., (2012) shows in the mid to high latitudes, including the northern
that their radiative influence conservatively ranges from United States, Canada, northern Europe and northern
2.3 to 20 watts per square meter of radiation at the surface Asia, as well as affecting rainfall patterns of the Asian
in Zhangye, a semi-arid region between China's Monsoon [26].
Taklimakan and Gobi deserts. For viewpoint it is George A. Ban-Weiss et al., (2011) have performed
noteworthy that the warming influence of 20 watts per model simulations and report that black carbon near the
square meter is comparable to 30 watts per square meter land and ocean heats the surface and with increasing
radiative effect of longwave radiation's effect on clouds. altitude heating, the effect decreases. On the other hand
It is remarkable that warming influence of dust and clouds its presence in the stratosphere cools the land and oceans
is   regional   as  compared  to  global  impact  of  GHGs. despite causing net absorption of solar energy by the
They further assert that dust's warming effect on the Earth. It is argued that high altitude black carbon in the
atmosphere could be an underrated factor which can in atmosphere loses its energy to space while shading the
turn unleash dynamical consequences for evaporation land and ocean surface. In this backdrop its influence on
and atmospheric convection and stability [25]. clouds and their response is very important. 

Radiative forcing by smoke particles has both direct Black carbon also causes variable effects on
effect, mainly through scattering and absorbing solar precipitation as in the lower atmospheric layers there
radiation, as well as indirect effect by modifying the cloud occurs an increase in precipitation and in the upper
droplet   concentrations   and  lifetime  and  hence  the atmospheric layers it decreases owing to variable changes
cloud radiative  properties  at  local  and  regional  scale. in atmospheric stability. Forest fires, cooking stoves and
Such change in radiation regime can cause further trucks and automobiles emissions are major factors
changes   in   global  temperatures  and  precipitation. behind emission of black carbon into the lower
Smoke particles reduce local surface temperatures and atmosphere whereas aircraft are a significant source of
suppress cloud formation and hence precipitation. It is emissions to the upper atmosphere [28]. 
estimated that burning of organic matter and fossil fuels There are estimates that human activities like poor
creates 40-250 million tons of black carbon annually as a irrigation practices, deforestation, road building and
result   of   incomplete  combustion  of  organic  matter. construction contribute 30% to 50% of the total
Black carbon is considered now the second biggest global atmospheric dust and have the potential to alter the
warming contributor after CO  according to recent study energy balance of region through global climate directly2

by T. C. Bond et al., (2013) and has radiative potential of by absorbing and reflecting solar and terrestrial radiation.
twice the previously reported estimate by In order to understand the role of aerosols, emitted by
Intergovernmental     Panel     on     Climate    Change   in human activity, in climate change their physical and
2007 [26]. chemical properties must be well known which is still

Black carbon produced by commercial and industrial under debate. 
activity having a short life of about one to two weeks can These aerosols prompt to enhance moisture in the
influence and affect climate by unleashing variable effect atmosphere making more likely that precipitation will
at different layers of the earth’s atmosphere due to their occur. However precipitation may occur outside of where
dynamically changing physical and chemical properties. the aerosols  originated  because  it  is  easily  transported
Black carbon particles collect inorganic and organic by     convection    and    wind    currents.    Consequently,
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problems around the world can occur due to localized radiative forcing. During the period 1987-1990, global
aerosol use [2]. Total emissions of aerosols have caused cloudiness change ~3%, which leads to 1.5 Wm  change
an RF of -0.9 [-1.9 to -0.1] Wm  [6]. in radiative forcing [31].2

Radiative Forcing of Clouds: An important role in earths Contrails and Climate Response: Jet aircraft contribute to
energy balance and actually in the natural greenhouse global climate change by producing carbon dioxide, ozone
effect is also played by clouds which also absorbs and aerosol particles and by triggering the formation of
infrared radiation and therefore wield a large greenhouse thin, high-altitude clouds termed cirrus clouds. Jet aircraft
effect, thus warming the Earth. They are also responsible burn large amounts of fuel, for instance a Boeing 767
for earth’s cooling as they reflect incoming solar radiation. carrying 180 passengers emits about 1ton (907 kg) of
On global scale, clouds reflect about 17% of incoming carbon dioxide (CO ) per passenger during a flight from
sunlight back into space. For instance deep clouds such London to Washington, D.C. About 7% to 8% of jet
as the stratocumulus reflect up to 90% of the incoming engine exhaust is CO  and water vapor, both products of
sunlight whereas thin cirrus clouds reflect less sunlight fuel combustion. About 0.5% of the exhaust is made of
[2]. various compounds of nitrogen and oxygen (NO ),

Clouds form as a result of water vapor condensation compounds of sulfur and oxygen (SO ), carbon monoxide
over atmospheric particulates called Cloud Condensation (CO), sooty particles consisting mostly of unburned
Nuclei (CCN) hence varying aerosol will have impact on carbon and trace pollutants such as metals. Water vapors
cloud properties. They can induce changes in cloud are essential for contrail formation whereas Sulfur gases
microphysics, precipitation amount, cloud albedo and are also important because they lead to the formation of
lifetime of  clouds.  Anthropogenic  sources  of  CCN  are small particles in turn helping water droplet formation
automobile emissions, industrial combustion products necessary for contrail formation. Increase in CO  will
and the biomass burning, especially sugar cane fields increase the temperature of the lower atmosphere and
aimed at removing leaves and trash before harvesting. surface of earth [2]. 

According to Neha  Sareen  (2013),  cloud  properties In regions of suitably low temperatures and high
can be altered by variations in CCN concentrations and humidity, aircrafts produce persistent linear trails of
can cause significant effects on both regional and global condensation (‘contrails’). At very cold temperatures
climate. Aerosol mass in the troposphere bearing origin prevalent in the upper troposphere, the saturation vapor
from organic matter can strongly effect the activity and pressures with respect to water and ice are very small in
concentration of CCN and in turn cloud droplets [29]. magnitude and because there is little difference between

Professor Jonathan Reid of the University of Bristol saturation values and typical  water  vapor  mixing  ratios,
(2012) showed that the rate of cloud droplet growth can a small addition of water vapor to the air can lead to water
be strongly dependent on the composition of the aerosol saturation in the environment and also super-saturation
and it is crucially important to know and worth with respect to ice. Thus the water emitted by jets is the
investigation that how the rate at which water condenses primary cause of contrail formation. 
on aerosol particles in the atmosphere for understanding Solar radiation is reflected whereas infrared radiation
cloud’s albedo and lifetime and its feedbacks to the is absorbed by contrails. Small positive radiative forcing
atmospheric processes [30]. has been caused by contrails as they have increased

Clouds found in the lower altitudes of the earth’s cloudiness [25]. Aviation’s overall potential for
atmosphere cause cooling of the surface temperature by influencing climate has been estimated to be
reflecting incoming sunlight back to space, hence any approximately 3.5 percent of the potential from all human
factor that disturbs their existence will in turn engenders activities [2].
impacts on our climate. Neha Sareen (2013) has published Because of the chemical composition of the jet
that anthropogenic pollution releases many airborne exhaust and the altitude at which it is spewed makes it two
particles to the atmosphere which can act as a seed for to four times more effective at causing global warming
forming a cloud droplet and clouds formed in polluted than   if   it  consisted  of  carbon  dioxide  alone  [2].
air masses can reflect more sunlight than those formed in However the precise effect of clouds on global warming
rather cleaner counterparts [29]. is one of the largest remaining sources of uncertainty in

Satellite observations and numerical modeling climate science. Furthermore, because it is impossible to
suggest that ~ 1% change in the total composition of distinguish fully developed persistent contrails from
cloud cover corresponds to ~ 0.5 Wm  change in net natural cirrus clouds, whose formation may be  influenced2

2

2

2

x

x

2
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by    natural    causes,   climate   change,   aerosols   from from land-use changes have occurred around the globe or
non-aviation sources and other factors, it is difficult to about 20% of carbon emissions from all anthropogenic
discern exactly how much cloudiness is being caused by sources. Deforestation for cropland use stands out one of
jets and associated and implications for precipitation the major categories of land-use change and accounts for
changes. the big fraction of CO  emissions from net land-use

Effect of Land Use and Land Cover (LULC) Changes on caused an RF of 3.00 [2.22 to 3.78] Wm  [6].
Climate: Mankind is influencing changes on the earth’s
landscape since ages through a range of means viz. Agriculture Impacts and Climate Response: Global food
agriculture, deforestation, urbanization, etc and these production activity, for over 7 billion populace, uses 25%
changes impact the emission and concentration of of all habitable land and consumes 70% of fresh water
atmospheric constituents such as GHGs which have during this process. It has also caused 80% of
implications for earth’s energy balance. These changes deforestation and 30% of greenhouse gas emissions and
also ultimately unleash their feedback on the existing according  to   United   Nations   Environment   Program,
environment on local, regional to global scale. it  is  the  largest  sole  factor  of  biodiversity  loss  and

Land Use Land Cover (LUCL) changes in fact modify land-use changes around the globe [35]. Burning crop
earth’s surface characteristics such as surface roughness, residues such as cornstalks releases CO , CH  and N O.
albedo and moisture availability which lend control over From 1990 to 2005, world agricultural emissions of CH
land and atmosphere interactions by inducing changes in and N O increased by almost 17% with growing
the exchange of heat, moisture and momentum fluxes population demands and developing countries share 75%
having serious implications for energy balance and the of total emissions [2].
atmospheric circulations as well as serious impact on Deforestation  in  the  tropics  is  one  of  the  main
biodiversity. Hence LULC constitute the lower boundary non-fossil-fuel contributors to global climate change,
of the atmosphere and can influence a great deal in producing almost a third of global CO  emissions.
influencing the earth’s climate drivers at varied scales Expansion of agricultural land area is one of the main
[32]. factors of such deforestation. The rainforest in Brazil was

The earth’s planetary albedo depends mostly on being cleared in the early 2000s which unleashed their
cloudiness, but also land use changes can prompt stored carbon into the air approximately about 750 tons
changes and there are projections that a 1% change in its (680389 kg) of CO  per acre (0.4 hectare) for an old-growth
value can unleash greater impact on the earth’s climate Indonesian rainforest [2].
system. During the past 15 years, there are estimates that According to a published article in Nature by
it may have changed by as much as 5% [33]. Eugenia Kalnay and Ming Cai (2003), irrigation of

Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) Emission and LULC and would   increase  the  heat  capacity  of  the  soil,
Changes:   According   to   the  report  on  ‘Land  Use, which influence the maximum and minimum temperature
Land-Use Change and Forestry’ by Intergovernmental thus increasing the minimum temperature, similarly urban
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), humans can cause heat     islands     can    alter   the   temperature   regime.
disturbance in the carbon stocks in above ground They have estimated that land use changes occurred as
biomass and associated soil and hence carbon cycle due a result of agriculture and urbanization account for about
to occurrence of changes in LULC and forestry. 0.27 °C    mean    surface   warming   per   century   [36].
Furthermore, a significant amount of carbon is released Feddema et al., (2005) have also put forward that LULC
through deforestation at high and middle latitudes over change is a first-order climate effect at the global scale
the last many centuries and in the tropics during the last [37].
half of the 20  century.th

Furthermore, these changes have implications and Urban and Coastal LULC Effects: There are estimates that
effect on the sources and sinks of Greenhouse Gases more than half of the world's population lives in urban
(GHGs) such as CO , CH  and N O between terrestrial areas and cause energy-demanding economic activity viz.2 4 2

ecosystems and the atmosphere depending upon the electricity generation, heating and industrial fuels and
spatial locale of event. Between 1980 and 1989 it has been ground transportation accounting for over 70% of global
estimated that a global net emissions of 1.6 ± 1.0 Gt C yr GHG emissions and provide seeds for global repercussion1

2

change [34]. Total emissions of Green House Gases have
2

2 4 2
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[38]. Industrial development of Beijing has been RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
accompanied by an accumulation of the planet’s highest
levels of nitrogen dioxide [2]. Human activities have resulted in increase of

Urban processes and landscape studies evidence Greenhouse Gas emissions and have caused many other
that pollutants as well as other urban effects can cause changes around the world which have been responsible
immediate impacts on the urban weather and climate and for   both positive  and  negative  effects  on  people,
its vicinity. In major urban areas phenomenal change plants and animals. The warming effects on climate
occurs in the surface properties and land atmosphere caused by Greenhouse gases will persist for a longer time
interaction pattern. By virtue of presence of extensive because many of these gases stay in the atmosphere for
impermeable infrastructure and buildings, a very rough tens to hundreds of years. Human’s interaction with land
surface slows the winds near ground, heat and water in causing a change in earth’s surface characteristics
budget is heavily altered and urban heat islands exist which in turn is affecting the atmosphere by altering the
which can initiate storms that are reinforced by the urban heat exchange. 
surface. The planetary boundary layer possesses The straying away of Earth’s radiative balance from
distinctive     characteristics    with    fluxes   of   heat, its normal state due to an imbalance between incoming
moisture and momentum within the planetary boundary solar radiation and outgoing infrared radiation is referred
layer are different from the one with relatively higher as Radiative Forcing (RF). The radiative forcing caused as
cover by vegetative and water sources having a result of human activities is more influential on climate
implications for unusual weather and climatic pattern in change than caused by natural means. The amount of
the urban areas as the low-level air is less stable. Greenhouse gases pumped into the atmosphere have a

When the soil moisture was high, the cumulus cloud measurable effect on climate change and humans should
precipitation was delayed and highest rainfall is generally reconsider their approach.
predicted to occur for moist, fully vegetated surfaces as The climate change caused by CO emissions is
shown by Clark, C.A. and R.W. Arritt, (1995) while De irreversible for the next 1000 years even if the emissions
Ridder and Gallée (1998) reported that irrigation and of CO are banned from now onward because it has the
intensification of agricultural practices have caused longest life time of several hundred years in the earth’s
significant increases in convective rainfall in southern atmosphere. If the concentration of CO rises from its
Israel [39]. current level to 450-600 ppm then there will be irreversible

During the twentieth century, mankind has climatic effects such as reduced precipitation in various
increasingly established human settlements and parts of  the   world   and   increase   in   sea   level   [40].
associated infrastructure along the coastal areas with an The concentration of atmospheric CO  has increased
estimation of about 37% of the world’s populace living steadily and has perturbed the natural carbon cycle.
within 100 km and 49% lives within 200 km of the coast. Precipitation over land has increased due to
According to the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel anthropogenic    forcing.    Since   the  late  19   century,
on Climate Change’s (IPCC’s) 2007 Assessment Report, the  global  mean  surface   temperature   has   increased.
road transport (cars and trucks) contribute 17.8% of As more energy from the sun is entering than exiting the
greenhouse emissions, with 10.2% coming from top of the atmosphere, the earth is in radiative imbalance.
automobiles [2]. The industrialized and economically emerging countries

Such a massive change in the LULC is bound to can be held responsible for the increased emission of CO
influence land surface processes at a greater scale of the into the atmosphere. As these countries are consuming
globe particularly tropical and mid-latitude coastal high amounts of fossil fuels, thus, it is their far most duty
landscapes and ecosystems by inducing changes in the to curb the increased emission of CO [41]. The changing
infrastructure supporting activities around the coast landmasses encompassing deserts would also alter the
especially saltwater intrusion aggravating ground waters. CO  equilibrium in the Earth’s atmosphere. It is evident
Similarly tropical and subtropical mangrove forest from above discussion that CO  stands out a very potent
important for fish communities and help attenuate waves greenhouse gas in terms of potential impacts on global
and reduce storm surge impacts, has significantly climate. Concentrations of CO , CH  and N O have
undergone    reduction     unleashing      adverse  impact exceeded the range. Human activity leads to change in the
on   the   climate   and   associated    marine    flora   and atmospheric composition via emission of gases and
fauna [33]. particles. Radiative forcing from methane  is  greater  than
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